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1. Introduction
Let G be a compact Lie group. A real algebraic G variety in an orthogonal
representation Ω is the common zeros of polynomials /?1, ,/;m:Ω -> R, which is
invariant under the action of G on Ω. In this case we also say that G acts
algebraically on V. There is a more obvious definition of algebraic actions of
algebraic groups on algebraic varieties via algebraic automorphisms. Namely,
since any compact Lie group has a unique real algebraic variety structure we can
define an algebraic action of G on a real algebraic variety V as a G action whose
action map θ:GxV-+V is a regular map between real algebraic varieties.
Remember that a map /: V c: Rn -> W c Rm between two real algebraic varieties
is regular i f/can be extended to a polynomial map F:Rn-*Rm. The above two
definitions of real algebraic G variety are equivalent, see [3] or [8].
In smooth transformation group theory it is well known that the orbit space
of a smooth manifold with a free action of a compact Lie group is a smooth
manifold. Ozan proves an algebraic analogue of this for odd order group actions,
[11]. In fact Ozan proves, in particular, that if an odd order group acts algebraically
and freely on a non-singular irreducible real algebraic variety, then its orbit space
is also a non-singular irreducible real algebraic variety. Before Ozan, Procesi and
Schwarz [12] prove that the orbit space of real representation space of an odd
order group has a real algebraic variety structure. In section 2 of this paper we
extend Ozan's result to get the following theorem.
Theorem A. Let G be a compact Lie group, and let H be an odd order
group. Let X be a real algebraic G x H variety. Then the orbit space X/ H
has a real algebraic G variety structure. Moreover if the action of H is free and
X is non-singular, then X/ H is also non-singular.
Theorem A is applied to algebraic realizations of closed smooth G manifolds
The author was partially supported by Korea Science and Engineering Foundation 951-0105-005-2
and TGRC-KOSEF.
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with one orbit type and smooth G vector bundles over them. A smooth closed
G manifold M is said to be algebraically realized if it is G diffeomorphic to a
non-singular real algebraic G variety V. A set J*" of G vector bundles ξ over M
is said to be algebraically realized if M is algebraically realized by V with a G
diffeomorphism φ: M -> V and there exists a set 3F' of strongly algebraic G vector
bundles over V such that each ξe 2F is G isomorphic to φ*η for some ηe^F'. A
strong algebraic G vector bundle is defined in Section 3. The questions we are
interested in here are whether a given closed smooth G manifold is algebraically
realized, and if the case is true, whether any set of G vector bundles over a closed
smooth G manifold can be algebraically realized. The first question is called the
manifold realization problem, and the second one is called the bundle realization
problem. In section 3 we use Theorem A to solve the manifold realization problem
for closed G manifolds with one orbit type:
Theorem B. Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on a closed
manifold M with one orbit type. Then M can be algebraically realized.
In section 4, using similar technique, we can partially solve the bundle
realization problem over closed G manifolds with one orbit type:
Theorem C. Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on a closed
manifold M with one orbit type. Let G / H be the unique orbit type, and let K:= N/ H
where N is the normalizer of H in G. If K is an odd order group, then the set of
all G vector bundles over M can be algebraically realized.
The author would like to thank Karl Heinz Dovermann and Mikiya Masuda
for many helpful discussions on the topics of the present paper.
2. Quotients of algebraic GxH varieties by H
Let V be a real algebraic G variety. The orbit space V/G has, in general,
a semialgebraic set structure. However Ozan showed that if G is an odd order
group and V is irreducible, then the orbit space V/G has a real algebraic variety
structure. Moreover if the action is free and V is non-singular, then V/G is also
non-singular, see [13].
In this section we extend Ozan's result to the quotient space V/H of real
algebraic GxH variety F, which is not necessarily irreducible, where G is a compact
Lie group and H an odd order group. The following theorem is the main result
of this section. For simplicity we identify H (respectively G) with the subgoup
O x / / (respectively Gx0) of Gx//.
Theorem A. Let G be a compact Lie group, and let H be an odd order
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group. Let X be a real algebraic GxH variety. Then the quotient space X/ H
has a real algebraic G variety structure. Moreover if the action of H is free and
X is non-singular, then X / H is also non-singular.
Let G and // be compact Lie groups. Let Ω be an orthogonal representation
of G x H. Let /?[Ω] be the /?-algebra of polynomial functions defined on Ω. This
algebra has the induced action of GxH from the linear action of G x H on Ω defined
by k'f=fok~l for/eΛ[Ω] and keGxH. The //-fixed point set /?[Ω]H is the
subalgebra of //-invariant polynomials. By a theorem of Hubert and Hurewitz
[15, Ch 8, section 14] the subalgebra /?[Ω]H is finitely generated.
Let A" be a real algebraic GxH variety in an orthogonal representation
Ω. Let <f(X) denote the ideal of polynomials on Ω which vanish on X. Then
the ring R\_X] of polynomial functions on X is defined to be R[Ω]/J(X). This
ring is an /?-algebra with the induced G x //action from the G x //action on J?[Ω].
Lemma 2.1. The subalgebra R\_X~\H of H invariant polynomial functions on X is
finitely generated.
Proof. Let i'.X^ζl be the inclusion, and let ι*:Λ[Ω] -*Λ[JT] be the
corresponding algebra homomorphism. If we restrict /* to /?[Ω]H, then clearly
its image i*(R[Ω~]H) is contained in R[X~\H. Since Λ[Ω]H is finitely generated it
is enough to show that i* \ R\Ά~\H -+ R[X~\H is surjective. For/e/?[^]H we can
consider that /is a polynomial Ω-+R which is //-invariant on X, i.e. f(hx)=f(x)
for all xeX and heH. Define /:Ω -> R by f(x) = \Hf(hx)dh, where dh is the Haar
measure of //. Then / is a polynomial function which is //-invariant on Ω and
/=/ on X. Namely i*(f)=f€R[X]H. This shows that ι*:Λ[Ω]H -> R\_X]B is
surjective, and hence R\_X~\H is finitely generated. Π
Let Pι,'~,pd generate R{X~\H, and let us consider the regular map
Let Z be the real algebraic variety in Rd defined by the polynomial relations of
Pn'">Pd Since p is constant on //-orbits of AT the map;? factors through the quotient
space X/H. Let p:X/H-+Z be the induced map such that p=p°π where
π : X -> X/ H is the quotient map. In general, the map p : X/ H -» Z is not surjective
but is a homemorphism onto its image, see [13].
We now complexify the above argument. For a real algebraic variety V its
complexification V
c
 is the complex Zariski closure of V, namely the smallest
complex algebraic variety which contains V. Since every compact Lie group K
has a unique real algebraic variety structure we can consider its complexification
K
c
. Then K
c
 is a complex reductive algebraic group with K as a maximal compact
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subgroup, see [14]. Note that if K is a finite group, then KC — K.
Let K be a compact Lie group. Let K be a real algebraic K variety in an
orthogonal representation Ω. Let θ:KxV -*V c: Ω be the algebraic action
map. Then θ is a regular (i.e. polynomial) map. Consider the complexification
O
c
:(Kx K)
c
->Ω
c
=Ω(x)
Λ
C, where θ
c
 is the same polynomial as θ viewed as a
complex polynomial map. In Zariski topology (Kx V)
c
 is the closure of Kx V
and the regular map θ
c
 is a continuous function. Therefore θ
c
((Kx V)
c
) is contained
in the Zariski closure of K which is V
c
. We know that (Kx V)
c
 c: K
c
 x V
c
 because
(K x V)
c
 is the smallest complex algebraic variety containing K x V. On the other
hand
C[(Kx F)
c
] ^  R\_Kx V'\®RC^(RIK'\®RC)®C(RIV']®RC) ^ C[_Kcx Vc~\.
Thus (KxV)
c
 = K
c
x V
c
.
Let X be a real algebraic GxH variety, and let Z be the variety as
defined in the paragraph after Lemma 2.1. Then C[^
c
] ^  R[X~\®RC. Since X
is a real algebraic GxH variety X
c
 is a complex algebraic G
c
 x H
c
 variety. As
in the real case the C-algebra CtA^] of complex polynomial functions on X
c
 has
the induced action of G
c
xH
c
. Let C\_XC]HC be the Hc-in variant polynomials.
Then C[XC]HC = C[Xc]H = /?[^QH® nC where the first isomorphism follows
because H is Zariski dense in H
c
. Therefore the regular map p : X ->> Rd naturally
induces the complex regular map p
c
:X
c
-^Cd where p
c
 = (pι ι'">Pd ) is the same
polynomial map as p viewed as a complex polynomial map. The complex variety
in C* defined by the polynomial relations of p± ,~
 9pd is obviously the Zariskic c
closure Z
c
 of Z. Such constructed variety Z
c
 is called an algebraic quotient of
X
c
 by H
c
. The following lemma is well known, see [14].
Lemma 2.2. The map p
c
: X
c
 -» C? maps X
c
 onto Z
c
, and separates H
c
-orbits
ofXc
Lemma 2.3. The algebraic action of G
c
 x H
c
 on X
c
, which is the complexifi-
cation of real algebraic action of GxH on X, induces an algebraic action of G
c
on Z
c
. Moreover this action restricts to a real algebraic action of G on Z.
Proof. Define an action of G
c
 on Z
c
 as follows: Let Φ : (G
c
 x H
c
) x X
c
 -» X
c
be the algebraic action map, and let Φ( : Gc x Xc -» Xc be the restriction of Φ to
G
c
 x X
c
. Since Z
c
 is the algebraic quotient of X
c
 by H
c
 the map p
c
 :XC-*ZC
satisfies the follwing universal property, see (3.5) of [14] or pi 23 of [6]:
If φ : X
c
 -> V is a regular map between complex algebraic varieties which is
constant on H
c
-orbits, then φ is the composition ψ°p
c
 where ψ : Z
c
 -> V is a regular
map between complex algebraic varieties.
We may consider G
c
 x X
c
 as an algebraic 7/
c
-variety where H
c
 acts trivially
on G
c
, and acts on X
c
 via Φ. Then IdG xpc' Gcx Xc-> GcxZc is an algebraic
quotient map, and thus above universal property is satisfied. Now consider the
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composition
p
c
 ° φ( : Gc x Xc -> Xc -> Zc.
Since p
c
 ° Φ( is a regular map we can apply the above universal property to
find a regular map θ : G
c
 x Z
c
 -> Z
c
 such that </>
c
 o φ( = 0 o (Id xpc). We claim that 0
defines an algebraic action of G
c
 on Z
c
. To do this we have to show that
(1) θ(e,z) = z for all zeZ
c
, and
(2) 0fe,0{M) = θfeM foτg,heG and zeZ
c
.
Let xe/?"1^). Then
For g.heG and zeZ
c
On the other hand
This proves that the map 0 is actually an action map. Therefore if we take the
real part of 0:G
c
xZ
c
^> Z
c
, then it defines a real algebraic action of G on Z.
D
By Lemma 2.2 the map p
c
\X
c
-+ Z
c
 is surjective, but as we have mentioned
before p : X -» Z is not surjective in general. Next lemma gives a sufficient condition
for p: X-+Z to be surjective.
Lemma 2.4. If H is an odd order group, then the map p : X -» Z w surjective
and p:X/H-*Z is a G homeomorphism. Therefore the quotient space X/H can
be given a real algebraic G variety structure by Z.
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Proof. Let Z0:—p(X\ Suppose there exists a point xeZ — Z0. Note that
since H is a finite group HC = H. Since pc:Xc-*Zc is surjective the preimage
Pcl(x} of the point x is non-empty and consists of at most \H\ points by Lemma
2.2. Since xeZ — Z0 none of the points in the preimage are contained in the real
part X
c
nΩ of X
c
 because X
c
nΩ = X and X is mapped onto Z0.
On the other hand p
c
 is a polynomial with real coefficients, and X
c
 is defined
by real polynomials because J(XC) = ^ (X}®RC. Therefore \{aeXc then its complex
conjegate άe X
c
, and tfp
c
(a) is real then both a and a are mapped to the same point
by PC- This implies that the cardinality of the preimage Pcl(x) is an even
number. On the other hand since the map p
c
 separates orbits, the cardinality of
PC l(x) is the same as the order of a quotient group of H. This is a contradiction
because \H\ is odd the order of any quotient group of H is odd. This proves
that Z0 = Z. Thus Lemma 2.3 implies that X/H can be endowed with a real
algebraic G variety structure by Z.
Proof of Theorem A. From Lemma 2.4 the quotient space X/H has a real
algebraic G variety structure. In fact the real algebraic G variety Z is the desired
variety structure on X/H. It remains to prove that if X is nonsingular and H
acts freely, then Z is nonsingular.
For a complex algebraic varieties non-singularity at a point x is equivalent
to smoothness around x, see [10]. Also note that a real algebraic variety V is
nonsingular at x if and only if the complexification X
c
 is non-singular at x.
Let XC(l) denote the set of points of the principal isotropy type, and let ZC(l)
denote the image /?c(XC(1)) c Zc Then ZC(1) is an open smooth manifold of
dimension 2n, where n is the complex dinension of the variety Z
c
, [9 III.2.4].
Suppose Z is singular at zeZ. Then Z
c
 is singular at z. Therefore Z
c
 is
not a smooth manifold around z. On the other hand since H acts freely on X
it is clear that p(X) = Z is contained in the smooth manifold ZC(1). This is a
contradiction. Therefore Z is nonsingular. Π
By a similar but easier argument we can show that every compact homogeneous
space GIH of compact Lie group G and a closed subgroup H has a non-singular
real algebraic variety structure, see [4, p54].
3. Algebraic Realization of close smooth G manifolds.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem B. Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on a closed
manifold M with one orbit type. Then M can be algebraically realized.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem B.
Let M be a smooth closed G manifold with the unique orbit type G/ H. Let
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K\=N I 7/, where N is the normalizer of H. From 2.5.11 and 6.2.5 of [2] or
4.8 of [7] there is a G diffeomorphism
(G/H)x
κ
MH->M
We consider two cases.
Case 1. \K\^odd. Note that the induced action of K on MH is free because
there is only one orbit type. Since \K\^odd and K acts freely on MH Proposition
4.1 of [3] implies that MH bounds K equivariantly. Namely, there exists a smooth
K manifold W with dW=MH. Then (G/H)x
κ
W is a smooth G manifold (G
acts on G / H as a left translation) with d((G / H) x
 κ
 W) = (G / H) x
 κ
d( W} = (G / H) x
 κ
MH = M. Therefore we have proved that M is a G equi variant boundary.
Case 2. \K\ = odd. In this case it is proved in [3] that every smooth closed
K manifold is K equivariantly cobordant to a non-singular real algebraic K
variety. Therefore there exists a K manifold W with dW=MH II Z where Z is a
nonsingular real algebraic K variety. Here II denotes disjoint union.
Consider the manifold G/ Hx W. This is a G x K manifold with the following
action. The action of G is the left translation on G/ H, and the action of K is
kH (gH,w) = (gk~1H,kw). Note that the action of K on G/Hx W is free. The
orbit space G I Hx
 KW of the K action on G/ Hx W is a smooth G manifold with
d(G/Hx
κ
W) = G/Hx
κ
MH 11 G/Hx
κ
Z.
Since every orbit G/ H has a canonical non-singular real algebraic G variety
structure, G/HxZ is a non-singular real algebraic GxK variety with free K
action. Thus Theorem A implies that the quotient space G/ H x
 KZ is a nonsingular
real algebraic G variety.
In both cases M ^ (G/ Hx
 KM
H) is G equivariantly cobordant to a non-singular
algebraic G variety V including the case K=0. Now Theorem B follows from the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. ([4]) A smooth closed G manifold M is algebraically realized
if and only if it is G equivariantly cobordant to a non-singular real algebraic G variety.
4. Algebraic Realization of G Vector Bundles.
A strongly algebraic G vector bundle ξ over a non-singular real algebraic G
variety V is a G vector bundle whose equivariant classifying map μ
ξ
:V-+ GR(E,k)
is an equivariant entire rational map, i.e., if V c Rn and GR(E,k) c Rm, then there exist
polynomials P:R*-+Rm and Q.Rn-*R with β-1(0)nF=0 such that μ
ξ
 = P/Q
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on V. Remember that a set #" of G vector bundles over a closed smooth G manifold
M is algebraically realized if there are a non-singular real algebraic G
variety F, a G diffeomorphism φ:M-> F, and a set J5"' of strongly algebraic G
vector bundles over V such that for each ^eJ^ there exists γ\e3F' such that ξ
and (/>*>/ are G isomorphic, or equivalently an equivariant classifying map
μ
ξ
:M-+ GR(Ξ,k) of ξ is G homotopic to μηo 0 where μ^ is an equivariant classifying
map of η.
The question we are interested in here is whether any set of G vector bundles
over a closed smooth G manifold is algebraically realized. This bundle realization
problem is treated in [5] and we refer the reader to the cited paper for details
on the subject. One of the fundamental result of [5] is the following theorem
4.1 which reduces the bundle realization problem to a non-oriented equivariant
bordism theoretic problem. For this we need some terminology. Let/: Mn -> Y be
a G map from a closed smooth G manifold to a G space Y. Let g: Nn -> Y be
another G map. They are equivalent if they are corbodant, i.e., there exist a
smooth G manifold \Vn+l with dW=M N and a G map F: W-+ Y such that
F\M = /and F\N=g. The collection of all equvalent classes of pairs (M,/) forms
an abelian group with addition induced from disjoint union. This group is called
the (non-oriented) G equivariant bordism group of Γ, and is denoted by ^V^(Y). The
class of the pair (M,/) is denoted by [M,/]. The identity element of the bordism
group is represented by a pair (M,f) which is an equivariant boundary, i.e., there
exists a smooth G manifold W and a smooth G map F: W ^  Y such that dW=
MzndF\M=f.
Let Y be a non-singular real algebraic G variety. An equivariant bordism
class [Af,/]e^Γ^(}0 is said to be algebraic if [M,/] = [F,g] where F is a
non-singular real algebraic G variety and g: V -* Y is an enitre rational G map
including the case when (M,/) is an equivariant boundary. A pair (M,/) of a
closed smooth G manifold and a smooth G map/: M -» Fis said to be algebraically
realized if there are a non-singular real algebraic G variety K, an entire rational G map
g: F-> Fand a G diffeomorphism φ\V-* M such that/° φ and g are G homotopic.
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a pair
(M,/) to be algebraically realized.
Theorem 4.1. ([5]) Lei G be a compact Lie group and Y a non-singular real
algebraic G variety. Let M be a closed smooth G manifold and f: M -* Y a smooth
G map. Then (M,/) is algebraically realized if and only if its bordism class [M,/]
is algebraic. D
Another needed result from [5] is the following.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be an odd order group acting freely on a closed smooth
manifold M. Let Y be a non-singular real algebraic G variety such that YL has
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totally algebraic homology for every subgroup L a G. Then for α smooth G map
f: M -> Y the bordism class [M,/] e Λ^( Y) is algebraic. In fact, every [M,/] is
represented by g:Z -+ Y where Z is a non-singular real algebraic G variety and g
is a G-regular map.
We do not give the definition of totally algebraic homology because it is not
an essential concept in this paper. We refer the reader to [1] or [5] for details.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. All others are proved in [5] except for the last
sentence. For the last claim we can examine the proof in [5], and show that the
algebraic representative (Z,g) can be chosen so that g is a G-regular map instead
of an entire rational G map. This can actually be done so. Here, however, instead
of doing so, we prove the last claim by proving a generalized version. The last
claim follows immediately from the following proposition. Π
Proposition 4.3. Let G be a compact Lie group. Let M be a closed smooth
G manifold and Y a non-singular real algebraic G variety. Let f: M -» Y be a
smooth G-map. If [M,/] e jVG^( Y) is algebraic, then [M,/] can be represented by
a G-regular map g' :Z' -> Y, where Z ' is a nonsingular real algebraic G variety.
Proof. Since [M,/]eΛ^(7) is algebraic there exists a nonsingular real
algebraic G variety Z and a G-entire rational map g:Z-> Y which represents the
bordism class [M,/]. Now consider the graph
Γ(g) = {(x,g(x))EZxY\xeZ}
and the projection map π2:Γ(g)-» Y, π2(x,g(x))=g(x). Then it is elementary to
see that Γ(g) is a nonsingular real algebraic G variety, and π2 is a G-regular
map. Moreover, (Γ(g),π2) is clearly G-cobordant to (Z,g). Therefore (Z ',#'):=
(Γ(g),π2) is a desired representative of the bordism class [M,/]. Π
From now on we assume that M is a closed smooth G manifold with one
orbit type, and let G / H be the unique orbit type of M. As noted in section 3
there is a G diffeomorphism G/Hx
κ
MH -> M is defined by [gH,x']\- >g(x). Here
(G/H)x
κ
MH is the orbit space of (G/H)xMH by the K action kH-(gH,m)
= (gk~vH,km). Here K=N/H and TV is the normalizer of H in G. Note that
any G-equivariant mapf:G/Hx
κ
M^> Y is of the form Inάh for the A^-equivariant
map h=fH. Here IndΛ is defined by lndh[_gH9m]=g'h(m) for gHeG/H and
mεMH.
Lemma 4.4. Let H and K be as above. Assume that Z is a non-singular real
algebraic K variety and /ι : Z -> YH c Y a K equivariant regular map. If K is an
odd order group, then G/ Hx
κ
Z has a non-singular real algebraic G variety structure
such that Indλ is a G equivariant regular map.
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Proof. Consider the space G/HxZ with GxK action defined as follows :
the action of G is the left multiplication on G///, and the action of K is defined
by kH-(gH,z) = (gk~ίH,kz). Since every orbit G/ H has a canonical non-singular
real algebraic G variety structure G/HxZ is non-singular real algebraic GxK
variety with free K action. Since |A^| = odd Theorem B implies that G/Hx
κ
Z is
non-singular real algebraic G variety. It remains to show that Indλ is a regular
map. Let θ : G x Y -» Y be the algebraic action map of G on Y. Let Φ : G x Z -> Y
be the map defined by Φ(g,z) = 0(g,h(z)) for geG and zeZ. Then Φ is clearly a
regular map. Let HxK act on GxZ as follows: H acts on G by the right
multiplication, trivially on Z, and K acts on G x Z by k(g9z) = (gk~l,kz) for keK,
gεG, and zeZ Let p:GxZ -+(GxZ)/(HxK) = G/ Hx
 KZ be the orbit
map. We may assume that G/Hx
κ
Z is a real algebraic G variety and ? is a
G-regular map. It is clear that Φ is constant on HxK orbits of GxZ. Thus Φ
factors through G/Hx
κ
Z and Φ = lndh°p. We now complexify the above
argument. We note that the ring of polynomial functions of the algebraic quotient
of (GxZ)
c
 by the action of (HxK)
c
 is isomorphic to C[(GxZ)
c
](Hx*)c which is
isomorphic to C[(GxZ)
c
]HxX because HxK is Zariski dense in (HxK)
c
. On
the other hand
Thus (G/ Hx
 KZ)C can be identified with the algebraic quotient of (Gx Z)c by the
action of (HxK)
c
. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3 the universal property of
algebraic quotients implies that there is a complex regular map p:(G/Hx
κ
Z)
c
-> Y
c
 such that Φ
c
 = p°p
c
. Therefore the restriction of p to the real part, which
is in fact Indλ, is a regular map. Π
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem C. Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on a colsed
manifold M with one orbit type. Let G/ H be the unique orbit type, and let K:=N / H
where N is the normalizer of H in G. If K is an odd order group, then the set of
all G vector bundles over M can be algebraically realized.
Proof. By Proposition 2.13 of [5] algebraic realization of the set of all G
vector bundles is equivalent to algebraic realization of arbitrary finite set of G
vector bundles. Therefore it is enough to realize a given finite collection
#r = {ξ
ί
\i=l9 9n} of G vector bundles algebraically. Let μ, :M-> GR(Ξhki) be
equivariant classifying maps of ξi for ι=l, ••-,«. Set ju:=Π"= 1μj:M-> G(&) where
C?(^  ):=Π?
=1GΛ(Ξί,A:i). Then μ = Indλ where h = μH:MH -> G(^)H. The pair
(MHJι) defines an element of the bordism group Jfκ£G(2F}u\ It is proved in [5]
that (G(J*Γ)H)L has totally algebraic homology for every subgroup L c: K. By
Lemma 4.2 there exist a smooth K manifold W with dW=MΉ II Z and a smooth
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K map F:W^G(^}H such that Z is a non-singular real algebraic K variety,
f]MH = h, and F\z = ψ is a regular K map. Consider the manifold G/HxW. This
is a G x K manifold with the following action: the action of G is the left multiplication
on G/H, and the action of K is defined by kH-(gH,w) = (gk~1H,kw). Therefore
the orbit space G/Hx
κ
W of the K action on G/Hx W is a smooth G manifold
with d(G/Hx
κ
W) = (G/Hx
κ
MH) (G/Hx
κ
Z). Moreover the G equivariant
map IndF:G/Hx
κ
W-+G(<^) is well defined. By the remark after Theorem B
G/Hx
κ
MH is G diffeomorphic to M. Therefore if we identify M with G/Hx
κ
MH,
then μ:M~>G(J^) is identified with Indλ which is equal to Ind/]
c/HXKM. This
is one end of the cobordism. On the other end of the cobordism we have
G/Hx
κ
Z which is a non-singular real algebraic G variety by Theorem A and a
G map lnάF\G/HχκZ = lndψ which is regular, thus an entire rational G map by
Lemma 4.4. This shows that the bordism class [M,μ] is algebraically
realized. Therefore by Theorem 4.1 (M,μ) is algebraically realized, say by (V, v). Let
Pi
:
: G(^) -»GR(Ξ hki) be the projection. Then the set of G vector bundles
corresponding to the classifying map pt o v over V realizes ^algebraically. This
proves the theorem. Π
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